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E X H I B I T    Z 
____________________ 

 

Lend me your  reaching, grasping, handling  this severed  

pointing at      our own  against our hearts        “nature’s infinite book of 

secrecy”   a language of clasping  reduced to short   studied by 

graphologists    as if I had words instead of fingers, or fingers at the tip of my              

(which came first?)      first- knowledge        in Neolithic cave paintings   Red 

, sight-read    mudras, palmistry, cheiromancy  pulling stops, pressing 

 “the innocence of ”   my writing           (limping limb: harbinger)   

artist of the body  “You open your  and satisfy desire”             I, too, 

shadow             fingers: locked in a        fluttering: the sound of one   

 at the root of binding, being unbound  on the other , get all s on deck, 

in order not to be short-  -washing, -fasting, -clasping           like 

Lavinia holds a severed  in her tongueless mouth          Claddagh bares a heart 

 -to-mouth  self-autopsy, self-anatomy                articulating further: 

joint by joint   (pray or prey?)  Into Thy        a slave cuts off 

her  to fling        mastery of mani-pulation               prosthesis (“to put before”)   

   “Let no one deem me a poor weak woman who sits with folded …”   

a(nta)gonist  (prot)agonizing  skin pretends to be impervious                   squeeze 

of the organum organorum (“organ of organs”)   to grasp what seems 

 too heavy-ed to be written, held in          no way to hold onto— 

lacking limbs, (she) survives              (you)            dispossessed              (I) 

 attribute worth to            “my , and grasp”                         resistance & 



 

release   drawing another  until they burst out   too 

innately tied to be                    claw, horn, hoof       reading the palm of 

 that by which we call another name would smell               “like a in the 

margine of a Booke”                (manicules and bishop’s fists vie)             by our 

we can aske a question     “speaks to the brain as surely as the brain speaks to”   

pain in one , lump of sound    groping, shaping, caressing   

bearing it out there in our bodies  amore, more, ore, re, e       a voice 

transforms           Rose is eros is arrow sis sorrow say         “In the Beginning”              

undertaking in all manners of speaking    Noli me tangere         “the little Finger 

would be the Person”  copying & illuminating & binding                     “transient 

hieroglyphs” (i.e., gestures)        riddled like oracle bones   sleights of  
     disarmed by swarming      Mit ale zibn finger (“Self-Portrait with 

Seven Fingers”)             inscribed on the tongue   touché, touchstone, 

touch-and-go, lose touch               disappear into the telling                  a series of 

gestures           capture the future          as much lying as                       seeking 

flight              decorating margins with more                ands, sands, brands  manu-

mitting, mani-festing, mani-              “sowl is in their fingers end”        kept on 

, growing out of              “mine own  which I could never read nor discover in 

another”           cued by the  that rocked the cradle too hard, breaking rules and 

a body, deforming         (“the …hath…proved its own Biographer”)  if only 

to raise a conventionally extended forefinger to draw attention to what comes next:i  

 
 
                                                
NOTES 
 
i “Exhibit Z” is indebted to varied sources, particularly fragments from other Exhibits (“A, B, C, 
and the rest”) in the Galerie de Difformité. This text first appeared in Kenyon Review Online II:4. 
Please send this “Exhibit” back to the Undertaker in metamorphosed form: 
difformite@gmail.com. For further instructions, see http://difformite.wordpress.com/. 


